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Abstract

A female mind reacts much more and is more stimulated than
a male one when aroused. Turns out, a woman's mind is much
more complex than a male's when it comes to intimacy.
According to a recent Pune University study, a female mind
reacts much more and is more stimulated than a male one when
transition of morphine to functional morphine. In the study
conducted on 20 men and 20 women, each of the individuals
was shown erotic film clips while their brain vitals were
scanned by two scanners. One of the scanners was an MRI
machine that tracked stimulation in their brains. The other was
a heat-seeking camera that measured levels of arousal through
participant's genitals. While not massive, the recorded
difference between stimulation levels between male and female
brains highlighted the consistent disparity between the two
counterparts. There were no brain regions in men with stronger
brain-genital correlations than in women"
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